BASIC INCOME: BOLD IDEAS, PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS

INCLUDING

From Canada, Evelyn Forget (pilot studies), Yv Bonnier Viger (public health); Josephine Grey (human rights), Jim Mulvale (environment), Chandra Pasma (design and costing) and Kwame McKenzie (social causes of mental illness)

From the United States, activist Kate McFarland (pilots globally) and filmmaker Conrad Shaw (media)

From Mexico, ECLAC research coordinator Pablo Yanes (constitutional issues) and former legislator Julio Boltvinik (future of human labour)

From Portugal, Sarah Bizarro (poverty, human freedom) and from Belgium via Finland, Jurgen De Wispelaere (political analysis)

An array of topical workshops by and for people with diverse backgrounds, expertise (including pilot designers and participants) and great ideas, both bold and practical!

Come join the conversation and action!!

REGISTER AT  https://conferencereg.mcmaster.ca/go/conferences/NABIG-2018

Co-organized by:
Basic Income Canada Network (basicincomecanada.org)
United States Basic Income Guarantee network (usbig.net)
McMaster University; Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction

Graphics courtesy of Silberman School of Social Work at Hunter College, New York City.